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Front Cover Artwork by Sara Tang
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Sara Tang is a multidisciplinary artist and illustrator based out of
Pittsburgh. Tang’s purpose in all her creative gatherings, works,
performances, and projects, is to Draw others In to a deeper
empathic encounter with themselves, with others, and with what
is strange and beautiful about humanity and existence. Her
creative workshops, projects, artwork, spoken word
performances, and collaborations often explore multiracial and
multicultural identity, generational story excavation, mental
health, and the healing of health conditions.
She has exhibited at ¡Buen Vivir! Gallery for Contemporary Art,
Carlow University Art Gallery, the Brew House, Imagebox,
Assemble, Level Up Studios, and more. She has been featured
with the Carlow University Art Gallery, Luxe Creative, Local
PGH, Mindscapes, folkLAB, the sidewall project, the
Abstractions Conference, Our Clubhouse, the National Council
for Behavioral Health, Festival of Friendship, and has an
upcoming group exhibition and workshops at SPACE Gallery in
downtown Pittsburgh. She has studied the arts at the Rhode
Island School of Design, Carnegie Mellon University, the
University of Pittsburgh, and with Immanuel Icons.
She is a member of the #notwhite Collective, the Pittsburgh
Society of Illustrators, and is the founder of of the creative
collaborations community Sip n’ Sketch Pittsburgh.

Contact: www.draw-me-in.com

[Image Description of front cover artwork by Sara Tang: Artwork
of a person standing in front of a background of blended, moody
ocean blues, with a light turquoise line cutting through the center
of the darkness that fills the majority of the background. The
person has long, dark hair, which is being blown by the wind in
front of her face as she looks down. Her skin has a luminous
quality to it, and tiny specks of orange and red light are dancing
around the front of her face and body. She is wearing a dark
coat, with a thin opening that reveals beautiful colors of yellow,
orange, purple, and blue. Text near the top reads, "Yinz Mad?
Radical Mental Health in Pittsburgh." A portion of the text
matches the vibrant turquoise blue of the background scene.]
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All contributors to this zine granted Inside Our Minds one-time,
non-exclusive publishing rights to their work. If you would like to
get in touch with a contributor about purchasing, publishing, or
commissioning their work, please use the contact information
listed in the Acknowledgements section in the back of this zine.
Thank you for supporting artists!

Content Note: This zine contains uncensored stories and
images about mental health, madness, suicide, self-injury,
trauma, drug use, and other similar experiences, some of which
may be triggering. We have included a partial list of potential
triggers below, but as always, please be mindful of your mental
health and boundaries while reading, and take breaks as
needed.
I Choose Not To Be Afraid (p.1): descriptions of hospitalization,
pandemics, medical isolation, sanism in medical settings
Baby Book (p.7): description of a dissociative episode
please, no refills (p.11): psychiatric medications
Three Poems (p.13): descriptions of eating disorders, sexual
assault of a minor, fat shaming / diet culture references
Imagining Unimaginable Feeling (p.16): discussions on the
trauma of loss and bereavement
Choice - An Alter's Tale (p.21): descriptions of sanism against
Multiple Systems in society
DEPRIVATION OF (p.32): explicit language, sexual assault
references, descriptions of forced mental health interventions

Issue Two: May 2020
Issue Two of Yinz Mad? Radical Mental Health in Pittsburgh was
released on Friday, May 22, 2020. The original theme for this
issue was solely "Options / Choice," but after the arrival of
COVID-19, we decided to open up the conversation to include
reflections on mental health during a pandemic. Enjoy this wide
array of stories, poems, photographs, and artwork on choice /
options (or a lack thereof), pandemic tales of survival and
inequity, and our collective experience of it all.
Operating during a pandemic is hard, but we've been lucky to be
able to provide weekly virtual radical mental health support to our
community since March 2020. We have a dedicated organizing
collective that works to put together programming each week,
and we were fortunate to receive funding from Staunton Farm
Foundation and New Sun Rising to provide this programming to
our community.

Current Virtual Programming
Mental Health Cafe (Weekly Mutual Aid Group): Tuesdays from
5:00 - 7:00pm on Zoom (message for access link)
Cards of Solidarity Project: collecting cards of support and
solidarity for community members currently in psychiatric
inpatient units (by mail or email)
For more information or details about upcoming workshops, visit:
www.insideourminds.org/covid-19

I Choose Not To Be Afraid
K. Rose Quayle
I choose not to be afraid.
In a climate of fear swirling around me like a sandstorm, I choose
not to be afraid. This is not the same as choosing to deny the
seriousness of the situation. Rather, I choose to remember the
terror of the past so I know how to look through it, rather than
away from it, now.
In 2003 I made an unwise decision and tried to end my life. The
particulars of this aren’t terribly relevant, except to say that
fortunately I was rushed to a hospital. I was told, however, that it
wasn’t in time and after heroic measures, I was expected to die.
But the hours went by, and I laid there in a thickly-veiled stupor,
watched from a window by hospital staff who had plainly let me
know I was taking up a bed in the CCU someone “really sick”
deserved.
That is, until they realized I was indeed, “really sick.”
Like, really, really sick.
My symptoms didn’t fit the reason I was there and suddenly, the
door flew open and I was informed the CDC had been called and
now wanted a list of whom I had been around in the past few
days before I came in.
I was whisked away to the ICU, to the end of a hall in a negative
pressure isolation room where the only outside sound I could
hear was the man in the next room coughing as if he were trying
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to compete with me. Suddenly I “deserved” the bed, but as I was
informed I had somehow caught what they referred to as a
“pandemic virus,” I would find that the staff was all too glad to
leave me there in that bed to die.
2003 was the year of the first SARS outbreak. My records are
now gone, so I will never know what it really was or why the CDC
was so angry with me for catching it. But what we see in
dystopian films about big scary viruses is true. The room was
sealed off in plastic, there were no visitors, and everyone who
came in was covered head to toe in protective gear.
It’s ironic that I lay there almost bare from tearing off clothing
because my fever was so high, ugly and filthy because no one
would touch me to bathe me. My arms were raw and black from
multiple backed up IV lines, for as time went on, they came in
less and less to check.
Sometimes I caught them looking in at the door, just eyes
peering out from their suits and masks, somehow inhuman as I
lay trapped in a uniquely human drama. Well at least I’d earned a
bed.
They stopped speaking to me. I would ask every day if I were
getting better and they would say, the fever must come down.
But then they stopped, as if silence would be kinder. I suppose it
was, as they had told me when they sealed me inside, that they
didn’t know how I’d survived thus far, but this tiny little virus
nestling down in my lungs was absolutely going to kill me.
And so, I lay waiting to die. Hours passed like years; the empty
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parking lot below the window stretched on forever. I wondered
sometimes if I had died and the afterlife just looked remarkably
like a hospital. And how anticlimactic would that be? And then I
would hear that blessed hacking from the next room and become
so deliriously happy that he was there, for that room I’d earned
was a far worse prison than the psychiatric wards had ever been.
When I was wheeled out to do my time in the psychiatric ward
(as if they wanted me to remember what I’d come in for), a nurse
called out to me going by, “You’re a miracle. When you get out of
here you better thank G-d you’re still alive, cos I sure don’t know
how.” Which I do, every day.
I learned through that experience that even worse than illness
and despair is disconnection from those around us. And so many
are disconnected through so many situations and reasons at any
given time, especially those with mental illness.
When the COVID-19 quarantine began, I found myself
immediately panicked at the idea of being isolated and my head
was full of visions of those cold, silently swathed figures watching
me from the window. But I quickly realized that quarantine and
isolation are not the same thing but rather places on a spectrum.
Medical isolation is the extreme, and I felt compelled to let others
know this difference as I began to see their anxiety level raising
through the roof.
And as I did this, I found that I had a choice. I could be terrified
of getting into the same situation all over again by simply being
too close to someone. Yet, I never knew how I contracted that
virus to begin with, nor if anyone else got it from me. So,
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then there was no reason to panic and second guess everyone
around me. I was a clean, intelligent person before and it
happened anyway.
I don’t think I’m invincible; I’ve had my share of medical issues
after that to convince me I’m as human as the next guy and just
as vulnerable. But that experience changed me profoundly as a
person, and if anything, it made me wish to reach out and let
others know that the worst may happen to us, and we can still
make it through. That we have no control over huge things in our
lives and still, we can choose not to be afraid and to do
something constructive with the fear in giving others hope.
I take a lot of hope from the fact that the world has learned a lot
of compassion for those suffering from COVID-19 since going
through SARS in 2003. I see the reports of hospital workers
doing their best, trying to save the suffering. In 2003 it was just
too new, just too huge to be able to move through unconscious
survival to intentional compassion. But we’re here now, and
we’re doing it. I may be one of the thousands who contract
COVID-19, but it will not be the same situation as in 2003.
But I don’t begrudge how I was treated.
I choose not to be bitter.
I choose not to be afraid.

A New Orleans native, K. Rose Quayle has lived and worked in
Pittsburgh for over 20 years. Diagnosed with Bipolar II and
ED-Nos, she writes and illustrates on the experience of living
with mental illness.
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Choosing Hope by Libby Powers

"In these uncertain times, I am choosing to ground myself using
the sights of Nature and the hope that the sun will shine all around
the world again someday soon."
Libby Powers is a mental health survivor, a research nerd, and all
around cross-disability activist and advocate.
5

[Image Description of "Choosing Hope" by Libby Powers: Artistic
collage with the text "Choosing Hope" written in a looping, black,
bolded font. The background consists of colorful puzzle pieces
interconnected to form a rainbow pattern. There are five
photographs cut into diamonds with rounded borders, forming a
large X shape. In the top left, a close-up portrait of pink, fluffy
flowers on a tree branch. In the top right, a far away shot of a tree
covered in pink flowers. In the center, a gleaming sun in the
distance, with tree branches lining the bottom portion of the
photograph. In the bottom left, an orange sunset lined with trees at
the bottom and clouds at the top. In the bottom right, a winding
river surrounded by green moss and a wooded river bank.]
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Baby Book
Anonymous
"Well, what do your baby photos look like?" she asked.
She caught me off guard. In my mind, I always seemed to have
this box checked, the baby book. Baby photos. They had to
exist. A baby book that someone made for me. But when I was
confronted with the actual question and forced to provide a
factual and specific answer, I didn't have one. I went and looked
through the box of stuff that had belonged to my grandmother
before she passed. I found a photo album that said "Memory"
and breathed a sigh of relief. I opened it and saw photos from
the day of my birth—one photo with each family member: Mom,
Dad, Grandpa, Grandma, Aunt. My grandmother had written a
note and taped cards from her friends that shared their
congratulations. There were more handwritten notes from later in
my first few months of life. But then it just stopped, and most of
the book was blank. I seem to vaguely remember that there is
another album of photos somewhere, one for me and one for my
sister. But I don't have it. And now our friends had come over,
and I had shown them the pictures from my partner's two full
baby scrapbooks and sat panicked in the corner.
"Where's yours? I want to see those now!" she persisted.
I felt the same shocked and perplexing realization that if I didn't
want my past to confront this obvious follow-up question, why
did I bring out my partner's baby books in the first place? It never
crossed my mind, or rather, it did, and I split off from myself,
allowing it to live elsewhere. The truth of my childhood always
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had to live elsewhere; it belonged in my nightmares, in my
clenched teeth. Some part of me never believed I would be
confronted with this reality. Never believed I’d be forced to
answer rather than to continue to allow the truth to live at the
fringes of my memories. To be forced to challenge my rosecolored myths about my life rather than move through life guided
subconsciously by a past I buried.
I mumbled something to her about thinking that the book was
somewhere at my mom's house probably and quickly moved on
to avoid the pity party celebrating my intergenerational trauma
once again. My mind flashed back to my therapist's voice, cutting
into my rambling train of thought to ask me if there were photos
of my birth.
"That would tell you," she said, "how they felt, how your mom
felt about your birth, especially because you were the oldest,
the first. That's the one the parents are supposed to be the
most excited for."
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[Image Description of Comic by John Cihon: Image of a comic
illustrated in black and white, with stylized text in all capitalized
letters throughout the comic. In the first panel, a person with short
hair is laying in bed, shirtless, while staring off into the distance.
Text reads, "I wake up and wonder what to do with myself." In the
second panel, the same person raises his left arm while shouting,
with closed eyes and an open mouth. Text reads, "I want to move
forward, but I don't know how." In the third panel, the person is
wearing glasses while posing next to a smiling person with long
hair. Text reads, "It's hard not to hold onto memories." In the fourth
panel, the person is brushing his teeth. Text reads, "Does
everyone feel this way?" In the final panel, there is an image of
Earth, viewed from space, with stars scattered across space. Text
reads, "I think so." The comic is signed "J. Cihon" at the bottom.]

John Cihon is a guitar player and vocalist, comic artist, cancer
survivor, and father who currently lives in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. He has an interest in meditation and recovery, and
continues to study both while doing his best to support others in
their own journeys as they explore these topics. He has been
giving livestream concerts from his Facebook page during
quarantine, and plans to continue these after quarantine ends.
You can view archived performances, get notified of upcoming
livestreams, and follow all his goings on
at www.facebook.com/johncihon.
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please, no refills
Jess Keller
please, no refills
i try to take the pills
but I cannot swallow
they catch in my throat
as do my words
once I choke down the poison
i get dizzy and sleepy
only one of which was the point
but both are side effects
the main effect is unclear
but they want to subdue me
to silence me
no more speaking out
the doctors try to convince me
medicine is the answer
but I don’t remember
asking the question
the next time i see
the pharmacist
i will remind them
no refills
please
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The Items You Keep by Jess Keller

[Image Description of "The Items You Keep" by Jess Keller: A
collection of various items, including a colored llama pouch, a
notebook with "I'm Sara Garcia playing the roles of: Selena Gomez
and Jennifer Lawerence" in purple marker, a colored mandala, a
highlighted book, a handwritten playlist, a kid's guide to Bible
lessons, and a playing card.]

Jess is an artist from Pittsburgh, PA. She currently is focused on
digital art and hopes to gain more exposure.
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Three Poems by Janette Schafer

On the occasion of being dropped off at an eating disorder clinic
This is not the poem I was going to write today
but here I am, thinking of my time in Philadelphia.
Tammie on my intake day gave me a package,
said to open it later because she could not bear to leave me
if I were crying.
Girls and women lined the hallways wrapped in blankets,
bodies completely covered, their heads poking out
like flowers in tissue paper. Flowers still bloom
as they die once they are plucked.
I met Alicia, a 20-year-old woman who was also from Pittsburgh,
on the other side from me of the disorder, her spine dotting her sweatshirt
like beads or a string of pearls.
There are so many ways to hide. I thought of what her loved ones
might say to her: Please, eat something. You’re going to die.
It hurts me to hold you. Please, just a bite of anything.
There are so many ways I hide. I wrap myself in layers
of Haagen Dazs, hubris, and humor. I’m fat because
I like to eat more than I like to be skinny. I’m thick,
but I’m pretty. If I were thin, you’d hate me
because I’d be too goddamn fabulous.
There are so many ways we hide from ourselves.
This will be the last time I eat like this.
This will be the last time I throw it up.
This will be my last box of laxatives,
the last time I make my mouth or ass bleed.
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Letter to my mother, aged 10
Dear Mom—
You are a girl now, 10 years old. Your father’s best friend
has made a woman of you before your time. Your ash blonde curls
stick to your face in a paste of snot and tears, sweat and blood.
You are cracked in two, womb bisected.
Grandpa did not want to believe the terrible truth of it, embraced
Jim’s story, clung to it like a drowning man. You hated him for that
and I do not blame you. Jim stayed in the bed he dragged you to—
even now his ghost is in your bed.
You were led to a room no little girl should enter.
You were led to a room into which I will also go.
We will sit in it together. We will burn candles,
rend our garments, cover ourselves with sackcloth and ash.
We will help each other escape.
You will not stay alone.
Love—
Your eldest daughter, not yet born.

Janette Schafer
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Watching Oprah, 1988
A brunette with bad teeth
cries on my television,
collar bone cuts
into her tender skin.
Fat. My mom pokes my belly,
tells me to lighten up
when I yell at her. You should try
her diet, only it is not a diet
it is bulimia. The grandmother
flickers, promises Oprah
I didn’t mean it! and the yellow-skinned
girl on TV mutters,
Too late—
in that bitter way
teenaged girls say things.
My mother sneers, I make up boyfriends for you,
you make me sick. She slams
her bedroom door, leaves
me and Oprah
alone together.

Janette Schafer is a poet, photographer, and singer from
Pittsburgh. Her writing and photographs have appeared in
numerous publications. She has a forthcoming chapbook from
Main Street Rag Publications titled "Something Here Will Grow."
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Imagining Unimaginable Feeling
Morgan Michelle
How do we imagine living with unimaginable feeling? How often
does care work extend that kind of creative compassion?
For all the elaborate treatments western medicine has tried to
co-opt and create in its efforts to treat the many forms of
suffering which we often identify as maladies to be labeled and
recorded in textbooks and charts, I tend to question whether
there are any treatments which might truly address bereavement
in all its spiritual, social, and emotional complexities. How might
we truly mediate the effects of bereavement and how might we
do so “correctly”? Grieving too long (Rumination) is often
deemed a “wrong”; avoiding grief (Denial) is also frequently
deemed “wrong”. Coping “mechanisms” not proven effective by
empirical evidence are also likely to be considered “bad”. So
then how many ways of living with suffering following
bereavement might possibly be deemed “good” or just in the
face of grief and loss and pain?
Might there be room left for compassion and care within
communities of individuals living with pain and suffering we
often struggle to comprehend- to even imagine? How should
we choose what to do with our own grief and suffering and its
relational ties to the lived experiences of others? Who can
possibly decide the right way to live with such emotions, such
sensations? How do we make time to examine these questions
and when and why? How do we begin to imagine compassion
for unimaginable suffering with no “real” fixed solution? What is
our response to tremendous loss? In my life, I’ve often gotten
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into trouble for asking these sorts of questions. I began to think
frequently about suffering following the death of my father; he
died of cancer when I was twelve.
Growing up, I tried to imagine what my father’s experience of
pain might have been like in relation to my own experience of
pain as a child with a sensory disorder and poorly understood
chronic illness. I wished to make sense out of things that to me
often seemed senseless; I tried to create my own meaning.
Because why should anyone live with such unimaginable pain for
so long only to never get better? What do you call that kind of
phenomenon? How do you repair the multitudes of damage that
death leaves in its wake? Who takes responsibility in the face of
death and dying or incurable pain? It often felt as though adults
around me thought that if I was permitted to ask such things, I
would become a weapon, dangerous to myself and to others.
Questioning things made me sick and thinking too hard made
me sick; grieving too much made me sick and feeling too much
made me sick. Therefore it was rationalized that I needed to
stop, that I must be stopped and redirected- my way of thinking,
of feeling, and of being was making me sicker. I had disagreed,
but I complied as best I could. Somehow perhaps I could choose
to suffer less. I could choose happiness and “to be” less of
whatever “ill” I had become. I would self-distract, tolerate
distress, learn coping skills- because if I made enough good
choices, the pain was supposed to get better someday. The pain
of losing loved ones- in whatever capacity- reportedly numbed
with time. “Emotions are temporary states,” I was told. I didn’t
really experience many emotions that way, though. I simply
didn’t feel my experience that way at all. But I was told I was
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supposed to experience a phenomenon through a handful of
distinct ways, and so to me that implied a choice- so I tried to
choose and perform my experience.
I tried to imagine a way others might feel and “be” that. It didn’t
work well. My existence felt like a wrongdoing. As I grew older, I
began to quietly numb myself through false exteriors of a shiny
happy teen even while often feeling alien in my own skin, always
smiling and trying to please everyone. Finding purpose and
meaning as an adolescent is hard for many young people, and I
struggled- but still I was guided towards dreams and aspirations,
which I often found impossible to obtain; as dreams weren’t
realized and I would find new stars to wish upon, it often felt as
though I was secretly trying to make sense of suffering, of loss,
and of sorrow over and over, but only on my own. In my life,
grieving was an act of quiet rebellion. Whose right was it to try
and rid me of my feeling? In time, I learned to embrace my
unique mind and body- they are not an apology; nor am I.
Today, I still feel that my questions remain valid. Why are there
often such limitations imposed upon imagining something as
diverse as ways of living with the unimaginable? And why do so
many societies seek to hide and control those of us who grieve
profoundly? As we feel this world with every aspect of our
beings, why is that often such an unimaginable feeling? So often
I wonder: does it hurt to hear us? To look at us? Do those of us
with such big feelings so clearly embody the pain that others
might struggle to grasp within themselves? Is it simply
incomprehensible for those who don’t feel such indignation in
their bones every day that there are some people living in this
world who think and feel differently?
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Perhaps bereavement as suffering brings up painful reminders of
the human condition itself- that we are mortal, that we are stories
with beginnings and endings, some much longer and more
celebrated than others- and that life is not fair. How are we to
consciously contain that knowledge? How do we hold it?
While this world cries out in pain and I am alive to bear witnessas I observe loss, bereavement, and suffering while lives come
and go from this world- I will not apologize for my grieving or for
any of my big, deep feelings. I will not apologize for yearning to
share them and connect through them as a core part of my
human nature. I will not apologize for getting angry at injustice; I
will not apologize for not always immediately attributing some
sort of reason to all the chaos and for not always recovering my
way through life. These apologies are not treatments I believe
can ever provide healing to a great deal of pain and suffering. I
believe that if and when healing happens, it happens first simply
through hearing- through listening. I believe healing tends to
happen most frequently when we imagine the unimaginable- the
realities of others. I am here for that healing.
Revised Blog Post from www.mymindembraced.blog
Morgan is a writer-in-progress, researcher, and non-traditional
undergraduate transfer student presently studying social work,
trauma and adverse child experiences, and philosophy of the
mind through the University of Pittsburgh. Her writing and studies
are informed by her lived experiences growing up as a
chronically ill and neurodivergent pediatric patient navigating the
United States healthcare system. She enjoys discussing
meaning-making, compassion and care ethics, imagination, and
how we can harness creativity to make a more hopeful future.
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Wishes in a Deep Well by Elizabeth

[Image Description of "Wishes in a Deep Well" by Elizabeth: Color
photograph of a sidewalk and street, taken from above. There is
blue water in the street near the curb, with patchy white ice floating
on top of the water. In the water, there is a reflection of a person's
head and shoulders. The reflection is entirely black and wavy from
the water's surface. Directly underneath the reflection, a plant
grows out from cracks in the sidewalk.]
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Choice - An Alter's Tale
Joseph Hawkins of the *Unbreakable Soul(s) System
I go to the gas station for a pack of smokes, and hand the
cashier someone else's ID.
Why?
Because I don't have a choice.
As a member of a Multiple System, I technically don't exist.
I literally can't get my own ID.
People call me by Michael's name on the street, and I smile and
nod, having no idea who they are.
Why?
Because I don't have a choice.
People don't believe in D.I.D., and if they do, we're all ax
murderers or seriously fucked up beyond "redemption."
Members of Multiple Systems are never their own people, with
wants and needs and dreams just like any Singlet out there. So
you learn to keep your mouth shut and pretend to be someone
else, someone you barely know outside of the fact that their
name is on everything you own.
I used to keep myself to myself, and indulge in my hobbies that
are wildly different from Michael's in private.
Why?
Because I felt like I didn't have a choice.
When you're not supposed to exist, but you do anyway, you
learn to erase yourself, leave no traces that you were around
behind, because you will lose everything if you don't.
I could go on and on.
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But then, a few years ago, I asked myself: what if I did have a
choice?
And that's when I realized I did.
I could live openly, be myself authentically.
Scary-ass shit in a world that wants you dead or locked up, but
I've already been through Hell, and the world doesn't scare me
anymore.
Today, I am open about my D.I.D.
I correct people when they call me by Michael's name.
I live openly and authentically as myself, Joseph Hawkins, who is
a member of a Multiple System known as the *Unbreakable
Soul(s).
Why?
Because I can't live otherwise anymore.
I don't have a choice.

My name is Joseph Hawkins, and I am a member of the
*Unbreakable Soul(s) System.
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The Grocery Store
Annie
I invited that part of myself in for a cup of tea,
offered it a place to stay for the night.
Maybe warm up, throw around tall tales.
Like that time I kissed you in line at the grocery store.
Or that time I unapologetically took up space.
Please don't make me choose.
I want to kiss you in line at the grocery store.

Annie has been a clinician in Pittsburgh for a little while; just
long enough for people to call her an expert, but not long
enough for her to believe it. This work unfolded in response
to COVID-19, and was interpreted through the lens of her
past relational processes.
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check out
Anonymous
check out
things were getting better
i was finally starting to feel more stable
but for real
not in the way i pretended to be
before
but in the way i wanted to be
then the whole world had to go and
check out
everything is on hold
non-essential
yeah, well
thanks
already felt that way
before
but just when i wasn’t
it all changed
for everyone
not just me
but sometimes it feels like it’s
just me
this certified personality
sometimes has to
check out
and now my safe place is
non-essential
everything is on hold
24

i could work at the psych hospital
but for real
not in the way i wanted to be
but sometimes it feels like
it all changed
they don’t care, there
already felt that way
before
for everyone
not just me
it’s not a safe place
everything is on hold
for grocery pick up
thanks
yeah, well
don’t forget to
check out

Anonymous is a certified peer specialist who currently doesn't
work as a CPS because of the personal internal struggle with the
way western medical psychology sees the world.
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Yayoi Kusama's "Fireflies on the Water"
prepared me for social isolation
Ashlee Green
It’s like I’ve stumbled into a secret room behind a bookcase. I am
alone, and the quiet is so jarring that my body is forced to relax;
my thoughts extinguish themselves. A rainbow of pinhole lights
twinkles around me, above and below; they hold me in space.
There I am, right in front of me, reflected in one of many mirrors
in this small but vast room. I watch myself watching myself, and I
am in awe.
“A polka-dot has the form of the sun, which is a symbol of the
energy of the whole world and our living life, and also the form of
the moon, which is calm,” says Yayoi Kusama, the artist behind
this exhibit, “Fireflies on the Water.” “Round, soft, colorful,
senseless, and unknowing.”
I’m from Pittsburgh, so I was familiar with Yayoi Kusama from
her permanent exhibits, “Repetitive Vision” and “Infinity Dots
Mirrored Room,” which are housed in the city’s Mattress Factory
Museum.
I knew how popular Kusama’s work was—I remembered my
optimism on a trip to the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden back in 2017 during her record breaking “Yayoi Kusama:
Infinity Mirrors.” It was first come, first serve, but when I arrived a
little after 9 a.m., the line had already spiraled around the
building. I resorted to positioning myself in the hallway running
alongside the exhibit where the barriers broke apart every few
feet, to peek at the polka dotted pumpkins and hear the
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exclamations of wonder in the voices of visitors.
When I first read that Kusama’s “Fireflies on the Water” was on
loan at the Toledo Museum of Art, I bought tickets right away––
four of them, in fact––three months in advance. It was back in
December, before much of the U.S. had even heard about the
novel coronavirus. This time, I told myself, things would be
different.
I offered my extra tickets to art-lover acquaintances; posted
about the exhibit on Facebook in an attempt to drum up interest.
Two friends agreed to come along, but when the first week of
March arrived, all but the one closest to me had dropped out.
“Typical,” I thought. As he and I took off for Toledo, COVID-19
was becoming a regular topic of conversation. “Wash your
hands,” people responded when I told them I was leaving town
for the weekend.
My friend wanted to go into “Fireflies on the Water” blind;
refused to even read its description on the Toledo Museum of
Art’s website. I didn’t tell him, then, that Kusama knew a thing or
two about social isolation: that she voluntarily lives in a mental
hospital a block away from her studio. I didn’t mention her rough
childhood, nor her abusive mother, nor how her work
showcases repetition, which she claims drowns out the noise of
her thoughts. I didn’t share that in her autobiography, “Infinity
Net: The Autobiography of Yayoi Kusama,” she wrote: “I fight
pain, anxiety, and fear every day, and the only method I have
found that relieves my illness is to keep creating art.” I didn’t tell
him that the hallucinations Kusama experienced as a child are
recurring themes in her installations nor explain my affinity for
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her play between isolation and expanse, creativity and madness.
I didn’t share how in her 2018 documentary, “Kusama: Infinity,"
she claimed that another Pittsburgh darling, Andy Warhol, ripped
off her idea of making wallpaper from reproduced images, nor
explain how she described polka dots as “a way to infinity,” and
the earth a mere “polka dot among a million stars in the cosmos.”
The night we arrived in Toledo, my friend and I slept in an Airbnb
full of vintage toys from the 80s and 90s: a pink-colored, metal
toy kitchen, a Teddy Ruxpin, and a Mattel Barbie Doll Blue
Jumbo Jet. The next day, we arrived at the museum with our
tickets, and headed for the Canaday Gallery. We’d each have 60
seconds alone in the room.
The gallery was minimalist, small, and white, with an image of
Kusama in her poppy red wig and a few paragraphs about her
life. I couldn’t stop smiling to myself; catching the smiles of the
others who were waiting to enter the room, too. Even the security
guard was beaming, like she had a secret. I let my friend enter
first.
When it was my turn, a gallery attendant grinned and asked if I
was ready. I took a deep breath in and out and she opened the
narrow door; I stepped forward reverently and she shut it behind
me. Instantly, sound disappeared and I was inside the vacuum
of Kusama’s mind: a fairy tale of concomitant silence and peace.
I stood on a slender dock about seven feet long, with water all
around it. Over 100 strings of multicolored LED lights draped
from the ceiling, and the top and sides of the room were made of
mirrors, my body reflected in them thousands of times. I heard
my breath rise and fall, my heart beat slow down, and my mind
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chatter dissipate. I felt a deep sense of clarity, and recalled the
long, meticulous hours Kusama spent working on one painting
with obsessive precision; the resilience of her mind against the
backdrop of her chaotic childhood and the constant criticism she
received from the art world. When my 60 seconds were up, it
was tough to pry myself out of the room; move along to the rest
of the galleries. My friend agreed: We carried something magical
with us from that space.
It wasn’t long after we returned to Pittsburgh that businesses
started closing and I began to work from home. I started to
realize the severity of COVID-19 and its tragic international
effects: On March 9, Italy, with over 9,000 cases of confirmed
cases, went under a nationwide lockdown. On March 13,
President Trump officially declared a national emergency in the
U.S. On March 23, Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf ordered
individuals in multiple counties to stay at home. As I write this,
the U.S. has over 587,000 confirmed cases and close to 24,000
deaths, and those numbers are growing exponentially.
Suddenly, going out wasn’t an option. It became clear that work
wasn’t what was keeping me away from my friends, family, and
hobbies for the past few months; I was. My trip to Toledo––to
Kusama’s exhibit, was the last bit of outside inspiration I’d
witness for some time.
Still, I felt that this period of social isolation presented some sort
of opportunity. After all, I’m talking to those forgotten friends
more, reconnecting to my yoga practice, escaping for long walks,
reading from the piles of books strewn about my apartment, and
enjoying shared meals with my roommate. As Kusama might say,
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these times of fear, illness, and isolation are ripe for recalibration
and genius; Polka-dots, like people––“can’t stay alone.”
Together, they “become movement… a way to infinity.”
May Kusama’s life and work be an inspiration to us all in these
times of chaos and uncertainty: reminders of our humanity,
interconnectedness, and resilience, and the all-at-once
insignificance and enchantment of being alive.

Ashlee Green is writer, editor, artist, and part-time acrobat based
in Pittsburgh, PA. Her writing explores the concepts of gender
and sexuality, power structures, personal freedom, confinement,
and creativity. Her interviews can be found in The Rumpus and
LALITAMBA. Find her on Twitter at @ashleegreenbean.
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Zoom, zoom, zoom
Anonymous
Feeling my weight
Seeing scarcity, hoarding, panic
Being poor, sick, "high-risk"
I do not want to sit with that.
Zoom, zoom, zoom
Wind up toys in my head
Am I doing enough?
Tired, but enough?
On the scale, off the scale
Zoom, zoom, zoom
Meetings, therapy, clinical consultation,
Mutual aid, egos, disability justice,
Radical mental health, peer support, advocacy,
Some I run, some I'm in, who can tell?
Zoom, zoom, zoom
Scale, Fitbit, apps, data
Screens in meetings double as mirrors.
Wounded healer, how cliché.
A pandemic's a great time to go off the rails.
Zoom, zoom, zoom.

The writer frequently trips over the line between professional and
peer... crazy, sick, and queer.
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Text Description for "DEPRIVATION OF" by Michael James: The
poem is formatted unconventionally, with large blocks of white
space and erratic word and line placement. Some words are
bolded, underlined, or entirely capitalized. Text reads: Deprivation
of / Liberty / Freedom / Dignity / “A deprivation of liberty occurs
when: / the person is under continuous supervision and control /
and is not free to leave, / and the person lacks capacity to consent
to these arrangements.” / as they are / surveilled / confined /
infantilized / remember / “the person” / has and could again / be /
little / old / me / “It is often necessary to provide care in this way. /
Safeguards offer protection to ensure that, / when someone’s
freedom is restricted, / it is both in their best interests and, / where
possible, / done in the least restrictive way.” / We only fuck people
over when / we know / it is best for them / and we only fuck ‘em
enough to / make it hurt / and when we say hurt we mean it in the
best possible way / we promise. The next section features words in
all capital letters spaced out between large rows of characters like
"?," "#," and "$." "Pardon my French / but / where / is / the / fucking
/ humanity / dignity / conscience / respect / What gives you the
right?"]

Michael James is a queer and neurodivergent researcher,
designer, and futurist. He is excited by the individual and collective
liberation that storytelling, mindfulness, community, and design
have the power to influence. He is thankful to his peers in this
generation and those past who refuse to accept the status quo.
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The Island of Integrity by Susan Novak

[Image Description of "The Island of Integrity" by Susan Novak: "A
refugee like figure fleeing a very explosive Pompei in a tiny
overloaded rowboat. In order to not only get stay afloat but get to
safety fast enough she needs to decided which of the many
bundles in her boat she can toss and which she needs to keep. I
rather like that metaphor for both therapy and life. She obviously
could move faster with a lighter load but some bundles are not so
easy to toss, some might take time to even open up and we all
need to toss things overboard in our own time and way. I have
toyed with continuing this theme and creating a sculpture or
something to explore what I imagine might be in the bundles."]
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[Image Description of "Waiting to Bloom" by Jen Weeks,
featured on the back cover: Color photograph of a stem of pink
flowers submerged in a small, clear glass vase. The vase is
placed on a windowsill with houses blurred in the background
visible through the window. There is a pile of pink flower petals
neatly placed to the right of the vase.]

Back Cover Artwork: Waiting to Bloom by Jen Weeks
Photograph
"I experience seasonal depression, adding itself on to my year
round experiences of disability. I’ve learned in winter to accept a
slower pace of life and to anticipate the spring, when the sun
returns to banish the cold within me. But quarantines and social
distancing have prolonged winter’s affect. Even with the world
blooming around me, it feels like I’m still waiting for spring."
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Contact: IG @ThisIsJen2
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